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Objectives

Audio noise is present in the backgroud of many sound
files. Noise can be removed using mathematical tech-
niques to optimize the playback of these files. Using
MATLAB, we seek to complete the following goals:
•Develop code for denoising sound files
•Generate easy-to-read spectrograms
•Create a MATLAB toolbox to allow for sharing of
the code

Introduction

Sound recordings often contain random static noise. Of-
ten times, it is desirable to remove this noise for optimal
playback. The goal of this project is to design advanced
audio noise removal techniques in a way that can be shared
with other researchers and students easily. The process for
denoising a sound file is outlined in the flow chart below.

Sound file is read into MATLAB

Spectrogram is generated

Random noise is identified

Sound file is denoised

Denoised sound file is inverted

New sound file is saved and ready for playback

Existing Software

Currently, sound files can be denoised in various programs,
including a program called FAWAV. Although FAWAV is
able to perform many denoising functions, it generates
spectrograms in grayscale, making them difficult to ana-
lyze, see Figure 1.

Producing a Spectrogram

A spectrogram is a visual graph of sound frequencies over
an allotted time interval. When regarding music, spec-
trograms provide information on the notes played, their
intensity, and other musical qualities such as vibrato and
evenness of pitch. The displays will be designed to show
specific colors for the squared value of intensity. We mod-
eled our spectrograms after those generated by Audacity,
a commonly used audio analysis software, see Figures 2
and 3.

Figure 1: A spectrogram plotted using FAWAV

Figure 2: A spectrogram plotted using audacity

Figure 3: A spectrogram plotted using MATLAB, with an adjusted
colormap

Figure 4: A denoised spectrogram plotted using MATLAB

Computing the Gabor Transform

In order to reveal the properties that appear in a spec-
trogram, a gabor transform must be performed. A gabor
transform multiplies each value of the signal by a win-
dow function, which shifts along the length of the sound
file, generating subsignals. In the example shown in figure
3, a Blackman window fuction is used. Then, a discrete
Fourier transform is computed for each subsignal. This
computation is performed using the MATLAB function
"spectrogram".

Denoising the Sound File

In Figure 2, we are interested in removing random noise
present in a recording of a warbler’s chirp. The random
noise appears in magenta throughout the file. The noise
must be identified before it can be removed. To do this,
the distribution of noise frequencies must be found. The
standard deviation, σ, of this distribution is used to cal-
culate the threshold of noise, see equation 2.

c = 0.552 ∗
√√√√√2 ∗ logN ∗ (σ) ∗

√
N (1)

c = 0.552∗
√√√√√2 ∗ log 1024∗(1.19270660333164)∗

√
1024 (2)

The threshold is calculated using equation 1, where N is
the window length and 0.552 scales for Blackman window-
ing.

Current Work

After being denoised, the sound file must be inverted to
properly play the edited sound. To do this, a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) inverse is applied to the set of signal
values. The set of signal values is then rescaled using
the window function to retrieve original signal values. We
are currently working on performing this computation in
MATLAB.

Future Work

Currently, we are able to implement threshold denoising
techniques in MATLAB. Possibilities for further develop-
ment include adding additional functionalities for other
denoising techniques. After further development and de-
bugging, this code could be implemented in MATH 313,
a course on digital signal processing
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